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LTURDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 1953

State Hospitals
Admit 1,280

Selected As Best All Round Kentucky

Frankfort. Ky..—Kentucky's six
state tuberculosis hospitals admitted 1.280 patients and discharged1.238, with a medical diagnosis indicating the condition of 843 had
improved during th'e fiscal year:
ending in June, it was reported today by Joe D. Miller, executive
director of the State Tuberculosis
Sanatoria Commission.
Some a00 patients rerneined on
the list awaiting admission.
The figures 'compare with 1.221
admissions and
1.062 discharges
during the previous fiscal year.
Out-patient clinics reported 10,409 visits were made for X-ray
examination and treatment as compared with 8,414 during the preceding year.
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Hazel PTA
Has First
Meeting

North Korean Pilot Brings
MIG Into US Air Strip Today

By FRANK JORDAN
lure pilots and planes away from
United Press staff Correspondent Communism.
SEOUL, Korea, Sept. 21, tia—A
He flew carefully at 20.000 feet
The Hazel Parent Teacher As- North Korean pilot streaked his and turned inland over the islaid
Russian-built
MIG-15
jet
fighter
of
Paengyong off Korea's west
sociation held its first meeting of
the year on September 17 in the plane into Kimpo Airbaw today coast on a line leading to Kimpo.
in
a
bold
bid
for
freedom
and
Master
Sgt. Leo B. Boyce of
lasrary of the school. Fifty-four
Alice. Tex., the Kimpo towes operparents and five visitors register- $100.000 in cash.
The unidentified pilot landed ator, was the first person to aee
ed with Mrs Stark Erwin, chairman of the Home Room Mothers. the sleek. swept-wing agommunist the supersonic plane roer toward
The second grade was awarded 4..t at 8-24 a.m. and aurrarvisred the landing strip. Boyce quickly
S. alerted the base to put "Operation
the prize of $200 for the largest immediately to surprised la
Air Force Officers
Sandbag," code name for the Clark
parent attendance.
U.S. Far East Air Commander plan, into effect
Mrs. Raymiand Herning's lirst
The silver-painted MIG made a
grade was also well represented Gen. 0. P. Weylrelad, confirmed in
and the PTA wishes to espeeialle Tokyo that the pilot was a North perfect landirirend turned off the
welcome these mothers and tethers Korean but he said the flier's runway to a shack where F-14
identity Would not be disslosecl Sabrejet pilots stand by to" misInto the organization
sions.
. The meeting was begun by Mrs. without his consent.
If the North Korean seeks poCapt. Cipriano F. Guerra 'f
Ir 11 Kill who gave a talk on
home and school relations. She litical asylum. Weyland said, it Mission, Tex., was the leader of
emphasized the duties of parents will be granted "in consonance the Sabre jet flight on the alert
American .at. tataa-iltaliae-la1a XIV
traditional
with
he
Cerand teachers Artarabastibea-.ra climbed out if his Sabre and
'
to Poirr
in a Christian democratic way of po tey o o erlhar
walked over to the plane as the
life. In her message. sne stated cal refugees".
When 5th Air Force Commander North Korean shut off his engine.
that with the building of better
The North Korean saluted Guerhome,: we automaticeilly__Jeave bet- Lt. Gen. Samuel E. Anderson
ter schools and better communities heard of the unexpected delivery ra and the two men shook hands.
Guerra was worried about" the
Mrs. Pat Thompsorla program of a' much-sought-after MIG-15, be
chairman, had charge of the. ,nate hurried to kimpo to questian ;he MIG's guns and pointed to there
dark-haired pilot.
The North Korean climbed bask
gram on Safety She introduce
The 5th Air Force announced into the plane and cyt off the
Mrs. Alice Steely who read the
scripture and lead the prayer. The that experts will examine the !switches controlling his guns.
Then. almcast as an afterthought,
guest speaker was Mr. Johnson of plane "to see if it is a modern
MIG." he handed his loaded pistol to
combat-type
the State Police. His talk was operational.
$100,- Guerra.
planned to emphasize the import- If it is, the pilot will receive
freedom.
ant roll a parent plays in shaping 000 and a ticket to
He was the first Communist
the driving ,habits of his children.
Maelc W.
In the last five years Mr. Tohnson flier to accept Gen.
stated that seventeen lives have Clark's offer of a 1100.000 rewaed
undamaged
been lost on the highway between for delivery of an
MIG-15 to United States authorities_
Murray and Hazel
Korea.'
The citizens of the Weer! Vim- In
An Air Force spokesman said
FRANKFORT, Ky —Needy resimunity were asked to recognize
last April never dents of Calloway County receivand carry out their regionsibility Clark's offer of
though
withdrawn,. aaaeri
ed $17,827 during August under
in helping the police to mak, our had been
and some three Public Assistance program',
highways a safer place to travel. a truce has been signed
Konations
in
Allied
Aaron Paul. State director of PubGuy Turner has replaced Hi ig- of the other
called the plan "not sport- lic Aesistance, reported today.
ham Futrell who vacated his post rea had
The report listed these expendipatrolman to fill the office of ing."
tures:
Snapshots of the nine
sheriff
The pilot followed the exact,
Old Age Assistance. $15.847: Aid
wrecks which happened between course mapped on thousarde et
Murray and Paris in the las, sixty leaflets dropped near the big Cone- to Dependant Children. SIAN), and
Needy Blind. $100.
days were shown the group
Manchurian airbaw at An- Aid to the
For all three categories of aid
Prc-ceedinz Mr. Johnann's talk lung last April in a campaign to
$3.330,651 was distributed in the
the film "Killer on he Highway"
state during August. about 536.900
Vr as presented.
less than July payments. Old Age
. This film, produced by the State
Assistance payments totaled $1 H:rtighway Department, emphatic
942.905 or an average of $34.91 far
ly shows the fatality of drunken
to
each
case; Aid
Dependant
driving.
Sirs.
Children payments amounteel to
Followinal the prtagram
$1.293,755 or an average of $6
.
3 45
Billy Strider read the minutes of
for each family and $93,991 'Went
the April meeting and the auggesto the Needy Blind, for an avertions made by the executive cornage check of $3692
s mince at its two meetings.
•
Scaebrough
Clyde
Principal
ANYWAY YOU VIEW IT.
thanked the Booster Club for their
FRANKFORT. Ky —Governors IT'S A LONG WAY DOWN
imthe
for
school
and
the
of
three
to
neighboring
states
and
aid
GRAND CANYON. Ariz- .1/11 —
provements made during the sum- perhaps a feurth will meet with Emery Kolb, oldest resident of this
1
Gov
Lawrence
W.
Wetherby
at
mer.
community thought it was a pret'`••
Kerrtake Hotel. Kentucky Lake ty sad day when he couldn't find
State Park. Sept. 27 and 28 for a anyone to paint his studio.
discussion of the possibility of a
So Kolb, a photographer and oplimited
access
super
hishway erator of the studio here fos many
north to south across this section years, finally had to do the job
of 'the country
himself
Planning to attend the meeting
Reason for the reluctance of
are Governors George N. Craig of painters/ His studio is constructed
Indiana. , Frank G
Clement of on the rim of the gorge, overhangiusteesse*--anu - iferman—Tainusgefe.Lings a-eiitialMitaidrorr
Funeral aervicea were held Sun- of Georgia. Gov. Gordon Persons
day at two p m: for Lube Wad- of Alabama has told Wetherby he
king. age 67, who passed away at will attend if possible but he is
his home on Kirksey Route One currently busy with a session of
Saturday at nine a. m fallowing the Alabama legislature.
The idea of the conference grew
an illness of rex months due to
out of preliminary talka • the govcomplications_
Bro. John Benin officiated at ernors had at the national Goverthe services held at the Kirksey nors' Conference in Seattle last
Church of Christ where the de- month_ Wetherby issued the inIUP—The
Louisville, Sept. 21
,
-eased was a mr.mber. burial was vitations shortly after returnina Maroons of Eastern
Kentucky
conference.
from
the
cemetery.
in the Kirksey
stood out today as the one Kenbeen
talk
of
a
There
has
long
wife.
Mrs.
s
hi
Survivors are
tucky college football team which
Allen ,toll highway connectine the Great did more than expected of it durSara Wadkins; one son.
Gulf
region
region
with
the
Lakes
Route
One;
Wadkins of Kirksey
meeting at ing the opening weekend of the
one step son. Terrenve Bannister and Florida but the
the first gridiron season
will
be
Kentucky
Lake
of Lansing, Mich : three seders
governors
conference
of
general
The Maroons traveled to CleveMrs. Obera Newsome at d Mrs.
on the project. They will explore land. Ohio. to score an unexpectModell Newsome of Gobo and Mrs
and
disfor,
a
highway
the
need
ed 21-19 victory over John CarMoyal Tabors of Lemay: five brocuss what would have tp bc tone roll University
The
Kentucky
thers, Fred of Wingo. Garland and
in their states if the renal is un- Wildcats were unimpressive in losIra of Kirksey Route One. Clardertaken.
ing to Texas A & M
Louisville
ence of Paducah and Elmer of
Wetherby and Stat. Highwey
dawned Murray State in a game
Lansing. Mich.; three grandchildren officials
feel that early plans by
Linda Fay and Larry Warikina and Kentucky will place the state in that went Just about as predicted,
ith both teams showing early
Sheridan Bannister
a favorable position when future
season flaws; Western
Kentucky
were Clay
Active pallbearerc
plane are made If Kentucky and
Smith. Twyman. lauman and Rudy neighboring atates lag' or fail to took a 13-0 beating from Middle
Edwards, Clifton Rudd and James reaeh
hishway Tennesee in an Ohio Valley Conagreement .on
pallbearers needs, another route might be ference game. Kentucky State lost
Honorary
Brown.
were Hal Hurt, Herman Grant. opened that, will bypass them, the to West Virginia State. 111-6, and
Morehead was downed
by the
Jack Smith, Will Theories, Luther Governor has pointed nut
Riley and Oscar Tabors. Flower
In addition to the governors, Kentucky "B" squad Thursday
girls were Linda Wadkins., Ann highway officials of the eartici- night 19-13.
Shit ley paling states will attend the meetBanister, Patsy Rudd,
Eastern, sparked by Roy Kidd,
Jean Moss, EleratdIne Brown. Mar- ing. and Florida is to be represent- came from behind to win ovee
tha Edwards and Jane Ann Wad- ed by Earl P. Powers. chairman John Carroll. The Maroon quartkins.•
of the Florida Turnpike Authori- erback tossed one touchdown pass.
Furierel ty. and John McCarty, brother of a nine-yarder to Larry North. and
The
Max Churchill
Home was in charge of the ar- Gov. Dan MeCarty. Some 20 per- scored once on his own power.
rangements.
sons will be in on the conference.
The winning
margin
actually

laurs“ii

tr

Conference
planned On
Super Highway

Lube Wadkins
Funeral Held

PLANE ENGINE PRODUCTION CUT BACK HALF BILLIONs,

Vol. XXIV; No. 224

Production Quotas Upped With
Less Pay For Workers Ordered
1UP1—ComBerlin, Sept. 21
munist East Germany's Red rulers
had grim news for East German
workers today: Harder work, more
production and, in many industries.
less pay.
To back up the demands of East
Germany's Co,mmonist boss,a Walter Ulbricht, .fpr a.speedsup, the
Reds placed eirOatiaj eight top officials' of the East_ derman hard
coal industry ,- on charges of letting coal pmeea
hietion flop.
The "more work and less _paYa
program demanded by Ulbricht is
identical with the tough labor prograra which sparked the bloody

I

.010
••
....-BBOOUCTTON CUTBACK at jut antother airplane engines Is announced In Washington by Ale Force Sec
estaty Harold E. Talbott (left). Defense Secretary Char1es.E4WILeon)(right)tgatImat
sa;in
$400,000,000 to 000,000,000. Talbott said the cancelled engines ariatall irpares:oe''eitrars and[Wil
(attest Ask Force boUdIT,„o
VittsItiJa.EnallitejeweVoilierWledAL Ge- Or°
fillgEtty_cdtlellAittaft_USAJ*

Officials Skeptical Over
Rumor Of Beria Escape

The Wildcats deserved credit for
fighting back to match that touchdown, arming on a nine-yard gallop by 'Tom Felton_ But the conversion attempt Wks gnaw& :40peaently by a broken signal
Louisville talliedtwo third -period touehtlen-ns to overhaul Muir ray and wore a 19-14 win. The
Card.; obviously seemed _to have
the superior talent, but were hard
pressed to get it organised against
a plucky aisV experienced Mar-

Algeciras, Spain. Sept. 21 (UPI
—Florence Chadwick Added a record smashing swim of the Straits
of Gibraltar to her conquests and
looked forward today to her next
objective—the Dardanelles.
The 34-year-old San Diego, Calif..
secretary set a new aJl-time record for crossing the straits between Spain and North Africa
Sunday, covering the 14 ,miles of
tricky shark-infested
waters in
five hours, six minutes. The previous record of six hours, 58 minutes was set three years ago by
Jorge Sugden of Argentina,
DETROIT, Mkt Sept. 21,
It was the second world swimBenjamin F. Fairless, loariTMeri tit
ming mark do be hung up by Mies
the board of United States Steel
in three 'weeks. On
Corp.. lashed out today at "prop- Chadwick
hets of pessimism" anti -sail the Sept. 4, she broke the English
country could "predict" itself into Channel record by swineinang from
a recession unless business recog- England to France in 14 hours, 52
nizea the economic opportunities minutes.
Miss Chadwick started her swim
before it.
near
Tarifa,
before the Economic aeries the straits
She
phinged
into the
Club of 'Detroit Fairless said more Spain
Americans have jabs thee 'ver warm waters at 6757 a. m. ard
befo:e, wages are hichea than emerged on the Moroccan aids ni
ever, and spending is confirming 12:03 p.m.
Two Spanish seamen armed With
at a record pare_
-Our prophets of pessimism are rifles stood guard in an accomterribly worried ha' the fact that panying rowboat during the swim
there is no pent-up, post-war back to watch for the tell-tale trianienlog of consumer demand as there lar fins of sharks which infest
Three baby whales
was, at the end of World War II." the straits.
frisked alongside Miss Chadwick
he said
"But do you believe tor a-min- for some distance but did not apute that all of these milliana of proach her.
Miss Chadwick said she ran into
people. with all of these billips
of dollars in their pockets, hast. tricky currents and fresh winds
tought everything they need and some 40 minutes after starting
out.
Later, however. conditions
want"- he asked
Fairless said anyone wanting to improved, she said.
discredit th,e free enterprise eyeDuring her swim, Miss Chadtern could produce a seritera best- wick timed herself with a waterrew slump by continually predict- proof wristwatch.
The
doctor
ing a recession and scaring ware. who examined her when :the landearners
and
businessmen
into ed in Morocco said she did net
hoarding their money instead of appear to be tired.
spending it on purchases or exOn her return here, she credited
pansion.
teamwork for her record-breaking
He said one el the, barometees swim.
used by the "Orophets of peasi"I knew rcould do ii."•she add.
mism- is the steel industry.
"The Issue' was never in doubt .. .
Steel
production
hat ,many I want to thank the team that
made j.loaeilalle airosevaa
ritainjassweeej.0arelosh+
.
2irssies
ihrs
.aajayaa.aidaJa
Faa'Vatic VorialreaKta
Jun1
2, Fe ra
eoppe
below the 109 mark, and lest
Miss Chadwick said she plamed
month stood at just under 95 ;apt to fly to Istanbul. Turkey. early
cent
next month to tackle another con•
tinent-dividing strait—the treachHowaver, he said steel plants
erous Dimelanelles
betwetn
"were never intended or designed
rend AFIZ1
to operate regularly :it 100 per
cent of,capacity- anti that despite
the fall in production, steel output this year will Iotal more than
ever before in history

:Can Predict
Self Into
Depressioi7

By WARREN DI ettE
spokesman said he assumed that
United Press Staff ( orreepondeni if Beria wished to contaat U. S
WASHINGTON Sept 21 le — officials he would make Ilia apGovernment
off icials
expressed proach through diplomatic or inskepticism today about a report' telligence channels rreher than
that deposed Soviet leader Law.tdarcallfh a Beast* stibcomentt“...
renti p Berle has escaped from
The FBI and the Central In•elliRussia
gence Agency officially had "no
The report came from a hiahle- comment •• Privately, government
placed informant on Sen. Joseph intelligence experts were decidedR. McCarthy's Senate
ly skeptical of the report.
Subcommittee The Investigainformant.
The McCarthy aubcommittee inwho would not let his. name bet formant declined to give any deused. said , Rena is "in contact" tails of Bernal; purported escape,
with subcommittee agents abroad or pregent hiding place Rut he
and is eager to come to this coun- said three either high eankirg
try to -tell all he knows about the Communists escaped from Russia
international Communist conepor- at the eame time, and are nag
Dry.**
with Berne
Beria, once the No 2 mansIn the
He said the subcommittee is preKremlin. -was fired July 9 is head pared is issue a subpena to ,wing
of the Russian secret pollee end Berra to Washington to "testify
charged with treason Western au- before the subcommittee.- He wad
thorities assumed that he was in the subcommittee would ea to the
a Soviet prison awaiting triala but State Department and obtain an
there. has been no direct word on entry permit for him.
his whereabouts.
Beria has said he is willing
The McCarthy subcommittee itttorn-ant conceded the pamibilit., and anxious tic testify before the
list
thril 13eria's reported escape alio,. subcommittee and is ready to
American Common'
be a gigantic hoax He first had the names of
in
reporters flatly that -Berra has ists with vshom he has worked
been out of Russia Tor moce than the past" the Informant' said.
a month and the subcommittee
has been in personal contact with
Accent Exposure
him for a considerable length of
time" Later. however. he said the
subcommittee is still investigating
DALLAS. Tex. 1UP/ — If the
the matter and does not yet have third-graders of bradfield school
concrilsive 'proof that the loan emerge with British accents afta
claiming ter be Serie is the de- the coming year, their teacher,
posed' Soviet leader
Mrs , Edith Margaret Garner, will
State yepartment officials said be responsible From Sale. North
they knew absolutely nothing a- Mancdester. England, she is on a
.4sterch
WAN.'910ifir'n WSW -

was the result of a safety, scoredl
when Tom Sammons tackled Crroll quarterback Pete Ghala behind the Ohicians' goal line in the
second period.
Kentucky's desperate lark of experience at tackle was painfully
,... as the
evident against the Amne,
Texans squeezed out a 7-6 decision_
Agirie quarterback Don Ellis and halfback Joe Boring took
turns slicing through the Kentuky tackles on a touchdown march
that ended with Ellis sneaking
over on the- second play of the
final period. Boring then booted
what turned out to he the winning point

•

Second World
Swimming Title
Made By Secretary
_

,

Kentucky Football Opens With Apparently',
Many Flaws 14eft To Be Corrected By Teams
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MURRAY POPULATION - - - 8,000

PUT ON IN EAST

Needy Received
Over ;17,000
Last Month

; watch, breathless
D important, all
financial independ!ans opening a say,rogram of deposits
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KENTUCKY: Fair and cooler tonight with a low—al,--43—
ti 48. Tuesday fair and Zoel.
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By
"MAC"
I..

"Check this car, will ya
I can't stand the smoke!"

Nerivipiper for 1947

We Are
Helping To
Build Murray
Each Day

k
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Community

rav defense.
Johnny Unitas completed 11 of
15 passes for loolsville. accounting for 101 yards and one touchrunning
down. Johnny Reetioaa
use the offensive higblight for
one
5e-yard
Murray, including
touchdown jaunt.
Western held Middle Tennessee
to 68 yards rushing and 12 yards
rolling
up 287
passing, while
yards from scrimmage itself. and
racked up 13 first downs to three
for Middle Tennessee.
But the
Hil'toppers
allowed
MTSC a first-period touchdown by
fumbling on their own Una. Yard
line, and gave away another in
the final perited on a blocked punt.
This week's schedule, all games
on Saturday:
Middle Tennessee at Farstern
Kentucky N
Kentucky State at Wirston-Salern—N
Kentucky at Mississippi
Camp Atterbury at Louisville N
Morehead at Marshall
Murray at Tenaewee Tech -EN
East Tennesiwe a Western Kentucky--N'
Wilmington at Centre—N

Noble D. Outland
Now A Corporal

June 17 anti-Communist riots' -and
revolt which swept the entire Soviet zone.
Ulbricht. in a speech made Sunday to the German Communist
Party central cammittee and made
public today, indicated the Red
regime is through coddling workers who were given -soft" treatment for three months to quell
their reran._ _
Ulbricht singled out the coal industry in particular for craticism
of lex production. 14e-said it was
falters 2,700.000 trms behind schedule.
In announcing the "show trial"
of the eight officials of the industry, the official Communist news
agency ADN described them as
"the largest vermin group" in
East German industry.
The agency accused them of carrying out espionage: passing peeductiOn secrets and results of research to U. S. agents and sabotaging production.
The trial was regarded a grim
warning to other Communist direc
tors of East German industry to
obey Ulbricht's demaads for greater production.
"A serious increase in work productivity is needed in all parts of
6irt7ifi8tistry," Ulbricht' said. -Such
productivity is expressed in the
setting of workers' norms."
But while a speed-up is essential, Ulbricht said, no wage increases will be permitted because
prices of consumer goods must be
reduced.
He gave an implied warning also
that under the Communist program of raising the standard of
living, wages might even be reduced.
The new program will involve a
complete overhaul of East zone
wages, Ulbricht said
Ulbricht. vice
piemier in the
East German government, is considered the No. 1 man in the
party. '

Reds Deny
Haying More
Allied Troops
Panmunjom, Korea. Sept
21
rUP)—The Communists denied toclaj• That they ever captured most
of the 3.404 Allied treope for
whom the U. N. Command had
demanded an accounting.
At a meeting at the armistice
commission, the Communists made
the denial and asked for information about 98.742 North Koreans
and Chinese the
claimed were

-twohoted wr-e, • . • 'rein."
Cr accountbd for.

The Allies made their request
about the 3,404 missing POWs. inchiding 944 Americans. on Sept 9.
The U N. Command accused the
Rads of, being responsible for the
deaths of, or withholding informetion about, the missing soldier9
who. were not repatriated or listed as dead.
North Korean Gen, Lee Sang
Clan said today the U. N. roster
was "crudely manufactured" propaganda.
ale said 519 of the men have
--been repatriated and :Iso othere
Walter Trevathan. age 75, passed
front" early
away on Sunday at his'iesidence were "released at the
War, had escaped or. had
408 Sycamore St lie is ism- vivre" in the
ty his wife. Mrs Ruth Trevathan: died. Otheas refused repatriation
three sons. Ray. Gaylon aria Eum, he said. -The United Nations has said that
all of Murray
all the missing troops were report--One sister Mrs. Ertri Thornae of ed in prison, camps either by reMurray: One brother Dr Lee Tre- turned POWs or ' by other means.
vathan of 'Bruceton. Tennessee. Ile inchiding Communist propaganda
had dee/en great erandchildren broaciwits.
and four great great grandchildren.
Tor•VW's meeting wee called by
the Communists.
He was a member of the Locust
The U. N. list handed to the
Grove Baptist Church where the
Reds Sept. 9 included 2.410 South
funeral will be held on Titeeley,
Khreans, 19 British. three Canadat 200 o'clock.
inns, eight South Africans, three
Columbiana. five
Rev. L. V. Henson and Rev.! Belgians. two
Turks,'one Greek and 1544 AmeriJ. H Thurman will officiate.

City Resident
Pies Sunday

Noble D. Outland. whoae wife,
Jo Ann,. lives At 312 S. Eighth St.,
Murray. recently was promoted to
corporal while serving in Korea
with I Corps 204th Field Artillery
Battalion.
Corporal Outland arrived in Korea last November from Carr p
Chaffee. Ark„ where he completed haste training. A wire chief in
Battery A. he holds the UN and
Korean Service Ribbons.
TKO son of Mr. and Mrs. Noble
Outland. 044 GlreenVieW
Ave.
Detroit, he was employeei by
f,yona, Inc., before entering the
Army in April 1952.
Daring nearly three veart 'ht
combat. 1 Corps twice •drove the
Cans.
Communists north of the :lath
_
.
Burial will he iti Al no eemet ay•
Min Gen, Blackshear M Bryan.
Crembalretinits of tae corpe
Mem-headed th
daive from-- the
Friends may call at the rei- senior U. N. delegate. to the armPusan perimeter which smashtd dence until the funeral hour. The istice commission. told the Reds
to within 40- miles of the Vida. Linn Fund -al Home of 13enton, I they !Twat give- an accounting of
river before the Chinese Red* in- Kentucky, is in char4it
,
of arrange- the missing.. POWs "or else." He
did hot elaborate on "or else."
tervened.
ments,
-
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MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 19U

rhe Calloway Tunes. and Theli
Waft oentocarria, Samoan

tirta. and the

By CAIRL LUNDQUIST
Lefty Preacher Roe, the only
United Praia Sparta Writer
hurler on either staff who never
New York. Selat. 21 (UPI
has lost a series game-as a startpitchnig may be stronieer er. has an 11-3 mark for the DodWe reserve the right to reievt any Advertuurig. Letters to Uie EMU*.
than it rs rated while the Yankees ! gers this year and before losing
are Public Voice Kerns wtuch ILl -our opinion at. not for the best lutenist
could be balking too much on , last week to the Cardinals had
oue reasters
past performances with their hur- won 10 in a row. Manager Charling staff.
Mk KENTUCKY
ASSOCIATION
ley Dressen thinks that -Preach
Nevertheless,
4ATION A L REP RESF.STTATIV XS: * WALLACE WITMER Cu. 1366
because
they're could start two gatnes, if necesrunning on the "experience' ticket," sary. and that
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BOY FALLS FOUR STORIES; CAUGHT

set

DOUBLE TAKE

NOTHING UNUSUAL

Brooklyn's Pitching May Be
'Stronger Than It Is Rated

(15 1.1.1NiER • TIMEs PUBLISHING CJ1.IPANY. Raw

onsoodstion of the Murray
tunes-kierald

, KPRITUCIICT

BALDWIN, Miss. 101 -Nine sets
.
by
San FralleUreO. rUPI-Passers
on busy downtown streets appar- Of twins are enrolled among the
375 students at Wheeler Seim:A
ently mind then ow n business.
here. Miss Gladys Milton has four
Police said that while theltside- Seta ot twins in her first trade
walk was filled with afternoon Class. "It's all quite confusing.' she
shoppers Thursday. someone Jim- admitted mied the hood ventilator of a
parked automobile, reached through arid opened the window. unlocked the door and then walked
away with 81.100 in coins weighing more than 100 pounds.

No one I eported seeing anything
unusual.

Shedule
- WSM-TV Program
NASHVILLE. TENNESSEE
CHANNEL •
(subject .*11 change)
111i.

PROGRAM

Tuesday, September IL 1953
11 00 Search for TomorTow
1114 Love of Life
11:SO Ann Ford
11:45 Strike It Rich
12:15 News
12:30 Kitchen Kollege
1:00
The Big Payoff
1 30 Kate Smith
2:00 Welonine Travelers
2:30 On Your Account
3 00 Garry Ntoore
3:15
Tichenor's Puppets
3.30
Howdy Doody
4:00
Western Corral
5:10
Picnic of Prizes
5:25
Weathor Report
5:30
Eddy Arnold
5:45
News Caravan
6:00 M•. Saa, Jeep
6:30
Break the Bank
7.00 Fireside Theatre
7 30 Circle The atre
1:00 Juniper Junction
830 I Married Juan
9-00
Mr. and Mrs North.
9:30 1 An: The
10:00 Views of the News
10- 15 Tennessee Jamboree
10:30 Sportscast
10:45 Talent Scouts

yaws/ PAGES
of your Telephone Directoty

EMERSON

The Set Made
FOR YOU!

Wedneaday. Sepamber 23,

s-earett nit
la.11,

omOrmer

11.30
11 45
12:15
12.30
1:00
1 30
i.00
2.30

Love of Life
Devotional Moments
Strike It Rich
News
Kitchen Koller.
The Big Payoff
Kat, Smith
Welcome Traveleis
On Your Accountt

313
330
$00
3:10
5:25
510
5:45
IL.00
0. 15
7:00
8.00
9.00
9 40
10 00
10:15
10:30
10:45
11 15
11415

To Be Announced
Rowdy Doody '
Western Corral
Picnic of Prizes
Weather Report
Eddie Fisher
News Caravan
T.:les:nut
Farm Show
TV Theatre
Toast of the Town
Follow That Man
This Is Your Life
Views of the News
Tennessee Jamboree
Sportscast
.1..ek
Tins
Show Busttie-s
1` ft A

-$1.69.95

9S2

For A-1 Repaiis
on Radio and TV
See
MURRAY HOME

AUTO STORE
305 MAIN
PHONE 1300

A

WE REPAIR ...
IRONS

VACUUM CLEANERS

WAFFLE IRONS

HEATERS

TOASTERS

WASHING MACHINES

PERCOLATORS

ELECTRIC RANGES

NAIIONAL 11.1.1.t.( L
Plater and (tub G AR 1

Take a look In O

N pet

Watch For Our
COL JACK D. 111JRNITT, :16, of
Ittiddletown. 0., an administrative
officer at Walter Reed hospital,
1a ashington, D C., Is accused of
stealing government property, including a name freezer, two air
conditioning units and a barbecrie
grill. from Ft_ Knox, Ky.. when
ne was assigned to Walter Reed.
The FBI said some of the equipment has been recovered from
PairriPtt a home in Silver spring,
thsternational)
St 1.
-

4.

ANEW( .5% II •ht
Player and I lul. i. 5,. K
H •-•
.
.

.v

,ro.raO-ocoaste
--

"T--°

CROSLAND APPLIANCE SERVICE
at 205 South Seventh Street
(N•At
Sor.ite Station)
L. D. "Mickey" Crosland, owner
Phone 1412

S FRICTLY BUSINLSS

by McFeatters

ROUTED BYTh,HOTEL BLAZE

0

poossase-iwsnaw....--.zWaS-sa=O--.

OPENING ANNOUNCEMENT

imarairo.

smoillsoiss

,

FRANCIS la MAGINO, I. Is pi:ailed by the fainting spell oflifts mother.
Mrs Louisa La Madrid. of New York, after he is saved 'root poasitsle
-tan • fourth-floor window. Louis garno. how l/ g
death in•a fall ft
Francis, racol out a door and caught him.
(international/

dr-

NISIMMIENommailith

BIG Lit NUM SPECIAL
Wash, Dry And Fold
BUNDLE
WOnesday - Thursday - Friday and
Saturday

20 lbs. $1.39

I

I•

Cash and Carry
Fast Service! Individually Washed

-A .44.1 .

.. •
•••1 11110-AN Ala.-RAE and Allyn
.‘lcikrie aro- pit'tircll Ili the. artisr!--, conception • of .highlioht, tr,,nt %Vartiet this. Technicolor presentation of
"The Ife,erf S1 rIO:". who h opens Tomorrow at tin'
,
•

•

KATIflt

-PARS (Iola thiamin laughs_ neartily MB John UoilrOy struggles to
clon roi,
. oter they are routed from • note( in San Francisco
by flames_ Ail tenants„ne0;dressed as they were. Pdbcia rat Frank
•
e••••,••-•••
•-•ero•-••!--or e
/tato/

BOONE
LAUNDRY
CLEANERS
South Side Court Square

"I don't' mind them going out for coffee
since I
bought the coffee shop!"

SITERIOR
LAUNDRY and CLEANERS
FREE DELIVERY
Phone 44
206 North Fourth

Ii

-S--

•

•. •

_

•

•

•
em.-terve'
sigapairON.,Deshow,

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 21,
1953

)NDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1953
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THE LEDGER & TIME$, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
STATEMENT
This limited partnership agreement, this day made and entered
into by and between Curt Jones.
hereinafter referred to as General
Everett D. Jones
Partner. and
hereinafter referred to . as limited
Partner.
WITNESSETH: Th-51 for and in
consideration of the mutual promises herein contained,. and the conmentioned, the
tributions herein
parties her'-'o du hereby form a
limited partnership for the purpose of carrying un genesal retail
variety store merchandising business at 416 West Main Street, Murray, Kentucky.
Curt Jones, whose place of residence is: 306 North 5th
Street,
Murray, Kentucky, shall be a
General Partner in said business.
and Everett D. Jones, whop residence address is 308 North 5tn
Street, Murray, Kentucky, shall
be a limited Partner in said business.

DOUBLE TAKE

BALDWIN. Miss. Ile -Nine sets
-1;by
par- of twins are enrolled amens; the
375 students at Wheeler Scheel
is.
here.. Miss Gladys Milton has four
ide- set ot twins in her firit :trade
non class. "It's all quite confusing,'
ern- admitted.
I a
sroLI

On sseeel
bus, !nail arid milk Real Estate Agency.
502 Maple
route. Has electricity. If you. ere Street. Murray,
Kentucky, phone
looking for a real good farm you 483.
ltc
FOR SALE NICE BUILDING LO1 will want to see this uee before
A
GOOD MODERN 4 ROOM
ail North 16th St. just across from you buy. Tucker Real Estate Aghouse located on
the College. Nice budding lot on ency. 502 Maple Street,
hard
surface
Murray,
street
with sewerage, near high
Woodlawn. See Fred
McClure, Ky., Phone 483.
ltc
school. Owner will sacrifice for
305 Woodlawn
s2ip
$5750.
FHA Loan transferrable.
A G00Q_74 ACRE FARM. WELL Monthly
payments $27.29. Tucke;
A 90 ACRL FARM, WELL IM- improved. Fine
loceetre
Has Real Estate %Agency. 502
Maple
proved. All land lays level, has electricity. 3.2 acre tobacco
bare. Street. Murray, Kentucky. Phone
been' limed ahd phosphated and is This farm can be purchased for
483.
ltc
in a high state of
productivity. $850000. Only $1500.00 down, reLocated 4 miles West of Murray. mainder on easy terms. Tucker
FOR SALE-SPARTON CONSOLE
radio-phonograph, modern mahogAnswer to Saturday's Pund•
aey, 3 years old, like new. $73.
205 N. 17th St.
s21c
P AD
ACROSS
36-Cushion
Sui cur
E R R ARID
I-Peeture-taking
40-Flower
IC
A -t
el-Think
Imarea
13-04iissy paint
IS-Sense of touch
A
A
•
1:1-Frult
LIM IlEid
14-Plunis
49-T•rrly
THREE ROOM APARTMENT FOR
AG1 FICII111X.41.30
DiPhttiong
15-Mar ns for
6Irent, partly furnished or unfurnfeed.ng • tire
b2-Symbol fur
Ll
P‘--Symbol for
tellurium
Q.
ished. Hot and cold water. Also
i 0
sodium
53-Ancient
A
Jewish ascetic
,Iceping rooms. Located across the
13-Part of
-to be"
58-Man's name
tjA
•
R.
5
-tree: from•the .Calloway Manu13-Walk
147 -long -legged
GA
LA
LEAN
E
;a-Conjunction ,
bird tol
facturing
Company.
Furnished
LAM l'ALE UREF4
13-Concedes
23-Rags
$45.00 or unfurnished $40.00 per
61-Tattling
24-Stunted person
Icolinqj
37-Devoured
month.
Immediate
possession.
4- Printer's
28-Wits of Jacob
62-Enroll
measure
See Owner between 10 a. mu. and
SO-Ocean
Downs
1
-Remainder
31-Man's
12 a. rie
ii-Changis
s22c
1-Evergreen fres
nteknatne
7 -Aimee
2-11tesst
22-Ogled
3-Arrow
ers1
3-Chart
9-Half an em
10-Related by the
flither'e side
10 11
11-Occupyibg
chair
3
13-Stamp of
CHRISTMAS CARD
SPECIALS'
approsal
e•
Show
40 for
$1
personalized
18-Musical wet
Is-Remain
Christmas Cards, gift wraps By21 Manors
Si
33-Shwins
firrplemeaf
25
313...lterent
27
34--Catslai
append/4M
/6
50
31
IS-Expire
SZ
34
04-Flinere Ph"'
33
33
IP-Licht shade
of color
37-N1aiptain
*8- stake out
It-Ferment.
••••
.13
41-Skin disease
44-Fewest
Oa
se
45-Period of time
-50-4'iull-like bird
34-Tigpen
j'e /
.
41
r;.-Stenim-hip
-.--gyiegvemi.-,
4
el
w0
S.
SIleee
r,6-Sniiihern
blackbird
Sim god
Indian
mulberry
, 113 South_Fiith, Phone 193-.1
Dow Is Le4,44 D•Odo.. Draft's*. Ow

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

F--F7OR RENT

Take a look In the

YELLOW PAGEs
of your Telephone Directory

9

tz.

EMERSON

TV

I

NOTICE

For a Better Buy
in DIAMONDS
Better Buy a

The Set Made

ee sake

FOR-YOU!

the-Yard, other sensational Sellers
not available elsewhere,. Profits to
150 per cent. Guarantee assures
up to 15c extra profit per assortment. Samples on approval. Cardinal, 1400 State, Dept. C-4, Cincinnati 14.
lp
•
NOTICE-30 POPLAR TREES FOR
Sale. Also liars Miller farm on
Murray, Route 5: See Carlos Pierce
523p

BECAUSE OF FLEAS
East Lansing, Mich. tisiPe-sMichigan State College entomologists
sayafleas in the home are no disgrace, in fact they should be expected.

The experts say fleas "accumulate'. in houses left empty for a
week or so and generally cause A
YOU WOULD' LIKE TO LISTEN minor panic when the woman of
to fine recordings often, wouldn't the house returns.
you? No recorder, you say! See
But fleas are present in just
Chuck's Music Center. He has record player...5 arid record player at- abut every home, especially if
tachments.
They're designed to there are dogs or cats around.
please the most discriminating. When the house is left empty, the
fleas breed and hatch faster
--YOUR CHILDREN ARE MUSICAL cause there are no "disturbing
Give there an opportunity to play! elements" such as movement-to
Stop at Chucks lieusic Center, to- distract them.
ttery. Look over this truly fine, seTo get rid of them, MSC speciallection of band instruments. New,
recommend
DDT
powder
used, and rental instruments avail- ists
able.
s22c sprinkled on floors overnight and
then
removed
with
a vacuum
NOTICE - WATER HAULING cleaner. If there are cats in the
Contact Everett Wheeler, phone house, however, DDT can not be
used because it is poisonous to the
190-J.
s22c
animals. Another insecticide-RoPOLIO AND EIGHT DREADED tenorie powder-is called fur in
diseases'
Insurance. $10.00 per these cases.
family. Wayne Wilson Insurance
Agency.
Peoples
Bank
Bldg.,
The falcon' has a she.rp tooth
Phone 321 ur 689-R-4.
s25c
and notch on its beak which enables the bird to cut its meat with
a swift stroke instead of tearing
it.

The limited partnership business shall be conducted under the
firm name of "Curt Junes & Cornsimony", and this business to be op•
erated under the trade name of
"Everetes 5c --to Meal"
Curt Jones, the General Partner,
has contributed the sum al $3.000.00 to said bUsiness, and Everett D.
Jones, the .Limited Partner, has
contributed the sum. of $3,000.00 to
said business.
•
The duration of the said partnership business hereby- termed
shall be for a period of 50 years
from date hereof.
Signed and executed by-the parties hereto. this 12th day of Sep:
tcrnbt'r, 1953,
Curt June's, General Partner
Everett.. D. *thine, Limited Partner.

Lost and Found

LOST-Little brown deg. Answers
to the name of Miss Buffet. Last
seen en . the
College
Campus.
Phone George Allbritten 46 or
785 R.
s22c

STATE. Qe KENTUCKY
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY
I, Waylun F. Rayburn, e notary
public 10 and for the state and
county aforesaid, - do hereby, cr.,
tify. that the above and' foreg...
Partnership • Ageeern
Limited
was signed and executed bet,
A efe.i.,.te
by ewe Junes
as aria for tee.r
.1,e,

',Chutes from jet
-

from

FURCHES

,

'1

"..11ELET1

See

MURRAY HOME

AUTO STORE
305 MAIN
PHONE 1300

EPAIR . ..
VACUUM CLEANERS
H EATERS
WASHING MACHINES
ELECTRIC RANGES
For Our

iNNOUNCEMENT

'PLIANCE SERVICE
h Seventh Street
I's Service Station)
d, owner.
Phone 1412
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oing out for coffee since I
coffee shop!"
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>EMERY
206 North Fourth
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CHAPTER TWENTY-SIX
prised, but he was both surprised
Carey sat up. "You think there's
TIIE TWO men returned to the and dist encerted. Tony Wrkier had going to be trouble?"
lobby. Cavanaugh
said: "The touted him. He had Sudged dle
"I'm sure of it."
woman in Lhe green raincoat ?" man as stupid, vain, weak - and
Carey hesitatece and McKee
and McKee said: "Might 50'. We'll very much in love with Libby Tab. asked how long he could have becheck on Eleanor Oaks' where- lia. He had been wrong, and Hugo fore leaving for the Cape.
abouts at the time." He used the Cavanaugh had been right.
Carey thought. "Two or three
phone and got the manager of the
Cavanaugh said with satisfac- days."
apartment hotel on Park Ave. The tion:
told you so, inspector."
"Make it a week." Melece got
Wait • minute. McKee didn't up,
personnel couldn't say Whether
gay
it
aloud.
had
been
in
or
out
from
Perhaps
tie,
nadn
Mrs. oaks
t
He wanted to locate Eleanor
been wrong.'Wilder might be just Oaks and Pedrick, and he wanted
4 to 6 lest Monday.
ae
he
had
summed
him
up,
in
love
Wilder. After five hours of strenQuestions about the woman tn
the green raincoat produced blank with the gra not wanting to hurt UOUS work he Was forceo lmeo the
stare from the clerks, the bell- her, but forced to do what he was conclusion that want would have
told and not daring to rebel to be nib master. All three of them
,the checkroom girl, the doorboys
against the part he had been as- had disappeared.
man and a porter.
signee to play. The clumsiness of
Tony Wilder was gone from the
One of the elevator girls remem- the fashion an
which he had got Denfield inn before North got
bered Wilder clearly. "Big hand- rid of the
incriminating
wig
and there. In New York Pedrick and
some guy on Mx? Sure. Looked raincoat
showed that he was no Eleanor Oaks had given has men
like a movie star." Wilder had master mind.
Wilder was • pup.
been in a dither about somethihg pet, and not the brains of the the slip at trurind 9 o'clock in
Madison Square Garden. Trebough
when he was checking aut; she
outfit.
and' BrOWIS were IVA LO blame The
had brought him down. Generally
Someone who wanted money thing could always be done it the
ha had a word and a smile for her. badly, someone who knew it was
quarry was aware of surveillance.
but not that day. He was carrying there for the asking .
That went
McKee was in Denfiek at 9 in
two genteel:tea She noticed, because tor a number of people. pad red.
one of then was good. nic'e leather. rick been In ors it from the begin- the morning. Ile stopped first at
the other was a cheap thing made ning? And what, about Eleanor e.e barracks. Wilder's exit from
the inn the night before had been
of straw.
Oaks? McKee slammed the lid of unobtrusive. The Money for his
Two au4eases. McKee had a the suitcase, snapped the only bill WKS on the dresser In his room.
mental pie re of Wilder a room in catch that held, retied the cord He had taken a cab to a bus stop
the Denfleld inn, of one suitcase and made for ehe nearest phone in a town 10 miles to the south,
oat the trunk rack at the foot of booth.
where he had bought a ticket for
the bed. There might have been
He called the Penfield inn first. New York. Prom there on. nothing.
another In a closet. He rang the Mr. Wilder wasn't on -the premises,
McKee said. "Thanks. captainInn. Wilder had arrived in Denlield hut_ hadn't checked out_ lie called well fried him." He added, to
with only one suitcase.
the Haven house. George Corey North's relief, that the state troopWhat had he done with the other answered and asked a premien ers could be withdrawn from the
between the hotel and the train? over his shoulder. Wilder had been Haven grounds any time.
It might streply 'have contained there a few minutes ago ten was
"'They're going away, inspecsoiled linen, and Wilder might Mee gone. McKee then called Capt. tor
'..
..y
re
taken It back to his rooms in the North at the state barracks. North
captain. They're going
Village. He hadn't. A quick trip said he'd go out on it himself. Mc- away."
downtown assured McKee of that.
cc said: "I'll be up later tonight.
At fire( McKee had trouele_ get047.4ans
ts 1117n lieleillets-1
,
1011r&
.
Meettelleeel-ar- iff Ire
had seen hide nor hair of Mr. arid rang Eleanor Oaks. There was idea Ot dropping out of sight cornWilder since a young lady and him no answer. He dialed the office. pretely. Haven had been contem-the man pointed to Ceianaugh On tairport, Mrs Oaks and INA- plating a change cd scene earlier.
-.had come looking for Wilder WIC
(lilting at the Blue Grot- but his eook was going welt and
early the week before.
to; they had just left.
he nad 'settled back comfortably
McKee was already overdue at into a familiar rut. As Itir Tony
Grand Central next; the straw
bag meld have been checked there. Centre St. to sec the commissioner. Wilder, Philip had put a bee in
or Wilder could have rented a lock In answer to a question from Cava' Wilder's ear. "Libby has a soft
box. He had done neither. Estab- 'laugh he said: "Yes, go up there spot tor Mince ducks, but 1 let hun
lishing It. particularly the lock box it you like-but not is word of this see last night that I didn't want
-they had a long wait for the to anyone," end tapped the suit- him hanging asound."
official with the niaster keys-took case.
Kit was McKee's ally. "You
Cevanaugh said: j"0.K., Inspec- think we ought to go away, Kit ?snore than an hour. There was one
found
lost
and
tor.
I
can
Just
catch
a
place,
the
train."
other
Philip asked. "You really theik
Too bad Cavanaugh hail seen so'!" After a lot of backing and
ofttee on the west balcony.
There McKee got what he was the contents of the retrace:et, Mc- tilling, Haven finally agreed.
after. The straw suitcase reposed kee thought, pot Capt. North
McKee said nothing about Wildon a shelf in full view. It had been would be on Wilder's tail. The er or the cont nts of the suitcase
picked up near the Information Scotsman dived fur the sulevaet.
or the disappearance of Pedrice
"I'll tell you why I asked you and- Eleanor Oaks. lie simply said
booth on the Tuesday night In question and turned in by a porter. The to conic down, McKee. The stuff is that until the people they were
attendant produced it and said: all here." Commissioner Carey after were behind bars there would
"Destrihe the contents," McKee touched a folder on the desk in continue to be danger to the enflashed Ma shield and took the suit- front of him. -It's b7ol. StOtt who tire household. With Kit and 1.11My
wants you. Of course the request Tallis and Haven safely out of tble
case with him.
lie carrier, It across to the bal- came through channels. Stott liked way, tie could go alter the„prhof
cony overlooking the great central the work you did up there on the he had to get the gang. One of the
room below. The balcony was dim. Cape laiit year. They appear to cometions he lard down was that
empty. McKee opened the auitcaae. he having trouble, a couple re ime or, (ere nets• kr et
t
Thee catches were flimsy. He cut explamed death'.- and Ltut s a . •
;, abseils,
•
•
e
the cord and threw up the 11d. Tee,svorri
net
sr
green raincoat was ee-re, rolled
er 61 W.. I
p I
e
into it bundle And the thine tire- particularly is.. art, . right
hated the
y Melee,
said rney si rarehie ease to reraten
✓ inentt had been etreneeu &mem, are you?"
there. If- wan. el them in a place
was a beaiteetre dond wig.
"1 thought the Jaeotison affa r 'w.here he could
e that they bed
T,,ny Wilder was the tall woman
In time green raincoat Cavanaugh Was diapo.aed of."
adequate protection without at"That
7
McKee
gyre
erecters
Yes. See -"
had seen leaving the Hotel Brionotice, a place the), had
son last Monday afternoon. He was Carey a quick outline ot the Jensen never been In 'bet .de and where no
the one Kit Haven had seen on case, and Carey listened trowning- one wOuld di-earn of looking tor
the 72nd Rt, platform etegetithed as ly. The girl was back sate, as eor them, lie had such a place In
n woman. He was the coitectoirat .lawef money-"Hai dly your line, mind, it it were agreeable. lie
would explain more fully after
the candy box Anil its avdret McKee."
_
eNot at, flpis moment rormuls.. they reached tow,'
nntentri.
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Rh day of September, 1953
en jee Reel:earn, Notary
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Q. What is the name of this cut
of meat?
A. Fresh bi
brisket.
Q. Where does it come from and
how is it identified?
A. This is the brisket section of
beef containing the breast bens
and made up of layers of lean
and fat.

STANDING beside an "
ambulance
whIchepicked him up, 1st LL
Walter T. Fay of Andrews Air
Forcelbase holds the parachute
which1saved his life when he
abandoned his crashing jet plane
before It fell and exploded in
woods near'Howie race track,

(international)
----- NANCY

Q. How is it prepares?
A. Ily braising or by cooking in
liquid. In braising the meat is
browned, then a small amount of
liquid added, covered and rooked
until tender. In conking in liquid,
the meat is placed in a heavy
utensil anti completely covered
w eh water, a cover placed on the
utensil and the meat allowed to
cook slowly for 40-50 minutes per
pound.

, STATE

OF KENTUCKY
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY
Curt Jones, General Pal trier in
hereinabove Limited
Pa.trtership
I Statement, being first duly sworn.
!states that the foregoing Llmited
Parterership Statement is ti use iiieluding the amounts of capital
j contributed by each partner to the
I partnership business.
This 12th
day of September, 1953.
Curt Jones, General. Partner
Subscribed and sworn to before
me,by Curt Jones. Cellowsy County, Kentucky, this 12th dee* of
September, 1953.
My coremiesion expires Feb. le.
1957. _
Waysel
Rayburn. Nulary Publie, CIIoway County, Ky. „
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Article On Lake
Appears In
Magazine
The flowering of the great Tennessee' Valley-embracing sections
of this and six other states-into
the outstanding recreational development in America is outlined
by Bill Wolf in the Sept. 5th issue
of The Saturday Evening Post.
His article, "These Southerners
Just Love Yankees," explains that
the Tennessee Valley Aufhority's
multipurpose dam construction program for flood control, navigation
and production of
hydroelectric
power hee created 600,000 surface
acres of fakes for fishing and boating in an area whieh was: principally farmland only twenty years
ago.
Along the 10,000 miles of new
shore line in Virginia, North Carolina, Georgia, Tennessee, Alabama, northeastern Mississippi and
Kentucky, Wolf reports,, a tourist
trade has mushroomed, with fermers reporting higher profits on
less work. The business, reportedly was worth more than $400,000,000 in 1952, making it the thirdlargest source of income in the

that raged about TVA, before and
after its inception, the fact strands
out that its dam building has creplayated the county's newest big
ground, radically altering the livliving
es of millions of people
drainage
within the seven-state
system and affecting many more
millions who now visit the region.
The author relates that until
1933, the Tennessee was just 3
"mean old river," in the term of
the natives, given to ruinous flash
floods or to unnavigable shoals in
low-water periods. licereationelly
speaking, he adds; the whole
drainage area of 40,000 square
miles was a desert, across which
tourist hurried.
MODERNIZED TRUANT
OFFICERS DESIRED
Ithaca, N. Y. ilePi-aOld-fashioned" truant officers arc in part
to blame for juvenile delinquency
according to State Sen. Thomas C.

Desmond.
Republican
Newburgh
The
frowns en strong-aim methods of
keeping children in school. He believes modern sattienciaqce teachers" should be trained in psychol-

ogy.
attendance
"The goal of the
teacher is not to shackle a child
to a school seat, but to ferret out
causes of persistent hookee-eli yelle.- said Desmond. "Today's truant is likely to represent a 'Tangle
of warped emotional reactims, the
product of deep-rooted disturbances,
broken or poverty-stricken
homes."

The article tells that $e£1,000.00e
has been spent on recreational developments along the shores
these man-nsade "Great Lakes of
the South," with an mem larger
investment away from the shore
line in motels, tourisie courts, hotels, restaurants, gasoline stations,
fishing-tackle places and bait-supply houses.
Nearly 300 farmers attended two
Wolf says that despite the poll- irrigation demonstrations in Whitteal and . economic controversies ley county.
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74
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1:00 Record Shop to 1:45.
1:45 Public Seevice
2:00 News
utu2 45
2.05 Music for
2:45 Public Service
310 News
3.05 Western Caravan
3,15 W .,stern
Caravan
3:30 Music for Tuesday
3:45 Music for Tuesday
440 Postcard Parade to 4:55.
4:55 St. Louis game. to 3:45
5:45 Sagebrush Serenade
4:00 News
•
6:15 Between The Lines
8,30 St 1,01.11, ga011
: to 9:30
j 9.30 Plattertirne
94 Platterture
10:00 News
1015 Listeners Request to 11:00
11:00 Sign Off

1

70" Morning Oheer
7:15 Clock Watcher to WOO
5:30 News
II:15 Morning Devotion
Sln,11.1
s.so
8:45 Morning Special
9:00 Moments of Devotion
9:15 Melody Time
9::20 Melody Time
9.30 Melody Time.
9:45 Melody Time
,
10:00 News
it.15 Rural Ithytfilei
vzhao Lean Back and Lister,
10:45 Leen Back Ise Listen
11:00 1340 Cieb
11:15 1340 Club
.1:30 Favorite vocals
11:45 Gospel Hymns
12:00 News
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DOUBLE TAKE

NOTHING UNUSUAL

BALDWIN. Miss- itti -Nine sets
San Francisco. , UP)-Passersby
on busy downtown streets appar- Of twins are enrolled ani•mg the
375 students at Wheeler Schoil
ently mind theit own business.
here. Miss Gladys Milton has tour
Police said that while theillhade- sets 01 twins in her first Trade
walk was filled with tifternocni class- -it's all quite confusing.' she
shoppers Thursday, sorrirone jim- admitted.
mied the hood ventilator of a
parked Automobile, reached through and opened the window. unlocked the dour and then walked
away
._ with $1.100 in coins weighing: more than 100 pounds.

By CARL LUNDQUIST
Leff)
, Preacher Roe,' the only
United Prete Sparta Writer
hurler on either...staff who never
New York. -Sett.
(UP)-Br ook- has lost a series game as p
lyn's piotching may be strunner Cr. has an 11-3 mark for the Dodthan it ts rated while the Yankees gers this year and
before losing
could be banking too much on last week to the Cardinals had
past performances with their hur- won 10 in a row
Manager Charling staff.
Tilt ISF-NYUCILY PRESS ASSOCIATION
ley Pressen thinks that Pirach
No one ieported seeing anything
itATION AL REP KESEn'rATF5
Nevertheless, because
WALLACE WITMER Co. 1341
they're could start two gatnes. If neces- unusual.
running on the "experience ticket." sary, and that he will be especSaari" Memph.s. Tenn. ISOpro- i, Ave. New York; 307 N
the Yankee pitchers must be giv- ially tough in the big Yankee park
see.. ClUcago, IL lioidirtool•
NATIONAL LEAGUE
en_ a _slight edge.
And because
• Vic Raschi. always tough -fee
Creamed at UN Post Office.t
pitching is such a vital factor in Brooklyn, has a 13-5 record but
NATIONAL LEAGC1
raeorucky, for tranamIssion N
U.:, oklyn
48 MO
89
80
pittsbuigh
York
8,
short
New
4
competition
like
the World like Reynolds has not been as ef-,
4.•aMS Mather
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
8n 67 544 1 Brooklyn 5 Philadelphia 4
Series, that could be a hg edge feetive this year as in the past.
St Louis
('RANNEL •
amitb
itattklit
z
s e
rift
0Ncau0
14,AT
w325:
ay an
Bay Larr
jou4
ier in
clo:u
Philadelphia
urera.
aypix
. par
for
2
Brooklyn
,
lar
the
1,
2nd
weea
four-in-a
. ..30
5
-row
157.• swi
world Because of his - experience. he.. ratm: Philadelplita
80 60 537
(Subject .4 change)
innings
champions.
,
New Yozit VV.
es as the filo. 2 man. That means
68
456
85 84 436 , Cincinnati 5 Milwaukee 3
TIME
PROGRAM
Ed I.opat 15-4 or
Whitey
Ford
The key man, of course_ is Allie
Chicago
17-5 in the second game If Rey62 85 422 111ilwaukee 3 C incinnati 0. 2nd, 7 Rey,
Tuesday. September 22. 1953
VideAnd
the
Reynolds
who
St.
MQ-NDAY. SEPTEMBER 21, 1953
Louis
11
Chicago
6
1 Pittsburgh
nolds pitches the opener.
49 101 327
11700 Search for Tomorrow
mooed down the Dodger sluggers
Rookie Bob 'Milliken 8-3, Billy' 114 Love of Life
for four Series victories could do
Take a look In the
Loes 13-7 hut
competitor
Russ 11:10 Ann Ford
Teem AMERICAN LEAGUE
AMERICAN LEAGUE
it .!gain. But is it the same' Rey11:45 Strike It Rich
Meyer
14-5,
sinker
ball
relief
ex.
W L
Pet. New York 10 -Bost= 8
ncilds7 "His fecord this year would
pel t Clem Labine 10-6 alid per- /2:15 News
. 97 49 664 Philadelphia 13 Washington 9
The itelitil,.it ails met in t'llicago tor a two-day "-POW' New York •
indicate no. He has a 12-7 mark
.. Directory
haps Joe Black 6-3 are Whet like- 12:30 Kitchen Kollege
88 61 591 Philadelphia 4 Washington 3, 2nd, as against a 20-8 record
%vow.
of your Telephone
aid made plans.'for holding control of Congres;.s Cleveldnd
1 -00
The Big Payoff
in 1152.
ly
Dodger starters.
, , Bos
Chicw
.
an
go
86 6.3 577
11 innings
1 30 Kate Smith
But he has looked sharp in two
next ;•ear.
SIIICr Reynolds ha, left the bull
81 tZi 54C , Detroit 8 Cleveland 6
2 00 Welcome Travelers
recent outings.
The catch, of
pen. veteran John Sam with a
75 74 '303 , Cleveland 6 Detroit 3. 2nd
If they want to, prolit front 20 ytars tot "the outsi,de :
:
i"g
iptI
tmi
14
1 hai de
'
d
2:30 On Your Accouht
course is that those starts weie
,14-8
mark
is
boa
the No. 1 man and 300
59 91 393 Chicago 4 Si Louis 0
Garry Moore
looking in- they Alould reailze they made some serious • De
:
against the Browns and Tigers- Wan
is
a
likely starter if needed. 3715
57 92 383 'Chicago p Si' Louis 2. 2nd
Tichenor's Puppets
teams a Mug way down from the
mistakes in the ses.ntin of t (ingress Just ended.
Manager
.s. 14,111:
Casey Stengel also has 3:30
Howdy Doodjf
53 97 353 ,
caliber of the Dodgers_
When the Democrats came 'into power in 1933 Pres.t
-__
talked much about using lefty Bob 4:00
Western Corral
Biooklyo's best is Carl Erskine.
dent Roose‘elt Necanie famous for trying experimentKuzava 6-4, who stopped the Dod- 5:10
Picnic of Prizes
whose 20-6 won and lost mark
MERSON
-*--E
.--'---.--'--L'
--'
Vi'eathar Report
NATIONAL
gers cold in the final game in 315
to end. the deitression.
,.
5:30
Eddy Arnold
Chicago at St Louis. Willis 2-0 makes him the only 20-game win- 1952, young Tom Gorman 4-5,
"Let•s give it a try- was one of his favorite expression,and
ner in the Series. He pitched ion
5:45
News Caravan
Hadrlix 18-9. night
Jim McDonald 9-7,
when someone suggested a scheme to get folks back to
600 My Sob Jeep
hit ball for all but one Mning in
work. and Off relief.
.
last years
6:30
Break the Batik
thrilling
II-inning
AMERICAN LEAGUE
7:00 Fireside Theatre
M'any things he tried failed, as is always
case
the
Ni w York, at Boston, Kraly 0-2 fifth game whirh the Dodger, ai.,rt TOMBSTONE TELLS
7.30
Circle
Theatre,
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Henry 4-5
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S
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10:00 View's of the News
.Congress it Is that it was what' Harry S. Truman calls at
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"do nothing Congrese.
- ' Homemakers• of America were hapI carved in has tombstone.
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lion reads.
Not that this won't be.• good 11:43 Strike .it Rich
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12:13 News
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when corruption nas Ifl Stir' foe- 1230 Kitchen
oitteiness wohiti ho,, ham; Treasurer.' Wilda
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0 Secretary. 'Faye Oldhani; Parka
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'irnment and the ballot hoc. was 1:00
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1 30 Kate Smilh
reader. Ger.illime
:dent% aid riots echoed over our 2:00 Welcome Traveleis
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Was; it to, much to expe.t? If so the Republicans had
Song leader, Joyce Bizzei, Histor-land When law and respect clung
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Alice
2:30 On Vim: Account
•business
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no
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The chapter is 'looking forward
brains and talent went over the 3:30
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Howdy Doody
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water for want of free sen0014
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Western Corral
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1.11. COL. JACK 0. 10111NETT, .16, of
Middletown. 0 an administrative
officer at Walter Reed hospital.
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Washington. D C., Is accused of
Of , orbs,. Jost 27
stealing government property, in- I
• 41,,,dell)i 111 5/05,0
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.511 , • ,
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conditioning units and a barbequ• - I
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OPENING ANNOUNCEMENT

CROSLAND APPLIANCE SERVICE
at 205 South Seventh Street
(Next 1,, Noel', Ser% leT
Station)
L D. "Mickey" Crosland. owner
Phone 1412
Nsi

sr

ICTLY BUSINESS

by McFeatters

ROUTED BY HOTEL BLAZE
WIENIAL

abor.

oniminelnier

,ve

f
by the hosting spell of his mother,
FRANCIS LA MADRID, 2, la
Mrs Louisa La Madrid, of New Yoe), after he 19 SlIVP4.1 from poasitye
death in a fall frcan a fourth-floor window. Louis Sarno, holiabg
Francis, raced out • door aria casignt him.
(international)
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BIG LAUNDRY SPECIAL
lash, Dry And Fold
BUNDLE
Wednesday - Thursday - Friday and
Saturday

20 lbs. '1.39
is so

Cash and Carry
Fast Service! Individually Washed
••

KA1'1 0.1t
Alt.l.prie are IIIC•Ws'll
lights fp.efle %Vernet
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/ME LEDGER & TIMM MURRAY, KENTUCKY

DOUBLE TAKE
--BALDWIN. Miss. 'ita -Nine sets
by
of twins are enrolled riming the
375 students at Wheeler Schierl
here Mies Gladys Milton has iour
Ic- Sets of twins in her Bret ;rade
on class "It's all quite confusing.' she
rn- admitted.

7 FOR SALE

heel
bus, mail arid twee Reel Estate Agency.
502 Maple
youte. Has electricity. If you are Street.
Murray. Kentucky, phone
looking fur a Feel good farm you 483.
lte
FOR SALE NICE BUILDING LO'l will want to see this one [retina
A GOOD MODERN 4 ROOM
i•ii North 16th SL Just across from you buy. Tucker Real
Estate Aghouse located on
ea College. Nice building lot on ency. 502 Maple
hard
surface
Street. Murray,
street with sewerage, near high
Woodlawn. See Fred
McClure, Ky., Phone 483.
school.
Owner will sacrifice for
115 Woodlewn
s21 p
$5750.
FHA Leap transferrable.
A GOOD 74 ACRE FARM, WELL Monthly
payments $27.29. Tucker
A 90 ACRE FARM, WELL IM- improved.
Fine
location.
Has Real Estate Agency. 502 Marie
,roved. All land Jays laved has electricity. 3.2 acre
tobacco bare. Street. Murray, Kentucky. Phone
been' limed ahd phosphated and is This farm can be purchased for
483.
lte
el a high state of productivity. $8500.00. Only $1500.00 down, relocated 4 miles West of Murray. mainder on easy terms.
Tucker'
•
FOR SALE-SPARTON CONSOLE
radio-phonograph, modern mahogAnswer to Saturday's Pinata
any, 3 years old, like new. $75.
ROSSWORD PUZZLE
205 N. 17th St.
sale
ACROSS
IS-Cusbion
DOM BUDA MUM

esined
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ng
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toe

S--Pleture-t•king

40-Floaer
4.:- Et rooms
43-Think
45-Sense of touch
47-Killed
40-Tardy
Id-Diphthong
62-Symbol for
tellurium
63-Ancient
Jewish ascetic
66-M•n's name
67-Long-legged
bird - iii1
59-eoneedes
61-Tattling

1F-Mental !mares
Is-oitemy paint
13-Fruit
14-fluei•
111-Mar ,ne for
f• risdaig • tiro
1-ISymbol for
sodium
111-l'art of
"to be"
19-Walk
sn-aciejunctIon
31-flase
24-Stunted person
37-Devuured
2S-Wife of Jacob
10-Ocean
31-Man's
nickname
33-0aled
114-t era]
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MOO MUM@ MGM
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CAU IAMM aua
QUA3 MWW
WWI liblEJ LAMA
00
DSRIVOP
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62-Enroll
DOWN
1-Evergreen tree
2- Ileaat
3-chart

ie

IV It
,
r' 4
MI

4%

.,

.....1

.o

el

It
s.
I
sow me. tears

4-Printer's
measure
1-Remainder
s-Chanse
-Anger
8-Arrow
0-Half sn em
10-Relatc.I I.y lb.
fiber's side
II--Oecupylbg
chair
11-Stamp of
111WrmM
16-11mdcal wale
Iii -iterialts
11 Manors
23-SaWlnif
Itniplemel1/
TB-Recent
•
appendr.se
13-47kleif
1111--lasalzo 35-Rinert ll
111-I.ishr shads
of eqlor
17-Malbteln
"5-Strike out
41-Ferment'
41-Skin disease
t
44 F
.4-Period of time
bird
se-toseen
5.:-Steen”.hle
(abbe
blackbird
56-Sir god
60-Indian
mulberry

FFOR RENT
THREE ROOM APARTMENT FOR
rent, partly furnished or unfurnished. Hot and cold water. Also
!sleeping rooms. Located across the,
street fromOthe Calloway Manus
facturing
Company.
Furnished
1,$45.00 or unfurnished pow. per
' cressith.
Immediate
possession:
See Owner between 10 a. m. and
12 a, in.
s22c

NOTICE

1

CHRISTMAS ,CARD
SPECIALe
Show
40 for $1
persenalized
Christmas Cards, gift wraps By-

For a Better Buy
in DIAMONDS'
Better Buy a

Keepsake

the-Yard, other sensational sellers
ma syllable elsewhere. Profits to
150 per cent. Guarantee assures
up to 15c extra profit pee assortment. Samples on approval. Cardinal, 1400 State, Dept. C-4, Cincinnati 14.
lp

DON'T BE UPSET
BECAUSE OF FLEAS

East Lansing, Mich. (UP)-Michs,
igen State College entomologists
say•fleas in the home are no disgrace, in fact they should be exNOTICE -30 POPLAR TREES FOR pected.
Sale. Also Mars Miller farm on
The experts say fleas "accumuMurray, Route 5. See Carlos Pierce
323p late" in houses left empty for a
week or so and genet-ally cause a
YOU WOULD LIKL TO LISTEN minor panic when the woman of
to fine recordings often, wouldn't athoe housa returns.
you" N receeNir, you say! 5
-iv
But fleas are present in just
Chuck's Music Center. He has record players and record player at- about every home, especially if
tachments.
They're designed to there are dogs or cats around
please the most discriminating. When the house is left empty, the
fleas breed and hatch faster beYOUR CHILDREN ARE MUSICAL cause there are no "disturbing
Give them an opportunity to playl-elements" such as movement to
Step at Chucks Music Center. to- distract them.
day. Look over tins truly fine, seThe limited partnership bussTo get rid of them, MSC speciallection of band instruments. New,
powder nees shall be conducted_ under the
DDT
used, and rental instruments avail- ists recommend
able.
s22c sprinkled on floors overnight and firm name of "Curt Jones la Comthen removed- with
a vacutjan, pany", and this business to be op_
cleaner. If there are cats in the erated under the trade name of
NOTICE - WATER HAULING
house. however, DDT can not be "Everett's Sc to $100"
Contact Everett Wheeler, phone
used because it is poisonous to the
mar.
Curt Jones, the General Partner,
s22c
animals. Another insecticide-Ro- has contributed the sum or $3,00e.POLIO AND EIGHT DREADED tenone powder-is called fur in 00 to said business. and Everett D.
diseases'
• Jones, the Limited Partner, has
Insurance. $10.00 per these cases.
family., Wayne Wilson Insurance
contributed the sum of $3.000.00 to
Agency.
Peoples
Bank
said business.
Bldg.,
The falcon his a sharp tooth
Phone 321 or 689-R-4.
s25c
The duration of the seal partand notch on its beak which enables the bird to cut its meat with nership business hereby formed
a swift stroke instead of tearing shall be for a period of 50 years
from date hereof.
it.
Signed- and executed by the parLOST-Little brown dog. Answers
ties hereto., this 12th day of Se!)to the name of Miss Buffet_ Last
(ember, l53.
-seen en
the
College
Campus.
Curt Jones, General Partner
Phone George Allbritten 46 or
Everett la Jones, Limited Part785 R.
s22c

Lost and Fcimd

-

II AY, .13141.044111. Notillty
k-

My cornmissam expires Vb. 1.8
1957.
STATE OF /KENTUCKY •
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY
Curt Jones, General Partner in
Paanership
:tereinabove Limited
Statement, being first duly sworn,
states that the folegoing Limited
IIIr.artlictship' Statement is ti
of -capital
' eluding thh amounts
:contributed. by each partnin to the
partnership buemess.
This 12th
-rday of September. 1953.
Curt Jones. General Partner
Subscribed and sworn to before
me by CUM Jones, Callowiy County, Kentucky. this -12th eday of
September, 1953.
My commission expires Feb. 16.
le57.
Waylon F. Raybur re NOery Publie, Calloway County, kyr.
1

MURRAY HOME
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(. tt hal is the name of this cut
of meal?
A. Freeli Nil brisket.

I*111. 1153* AN* 241111, leg aennesemems5 with
0153 DeartheMemo 60 P.sj i..t..s* So,
..heet

305 MAIN
PHONE 1300

:PAIR ...
VACUUM CLEANERS
HEATERS
WASHING MACHINES
ELECTRIC RANGES

hi For Our
NNOUNCEMENT

PL1ANCE SERVICE
hi Seventh Street
's Service Stati(n)
L owner
Phone 1412

•
by McFeatters

The flowering of the great Tennessee Valley-emir/wing sections
of this and six 'othei- 'states--into
the outstanding recreatinnal development in America is outlined
by Bill Wolf in the Sept. 5th issue
of The Saturday Evening Post.
His article. "These Southerners
Just Love Yankees," explains that
the Tennessee Valley Authority's
multipurpose dam construction program for flood control, nevigation
and production of
hydroelectric
power has created 600,000 surface
acres of lakes for fishing and boating in an area wrath was princip- MODERNIZED TRUANT
ally farmland only twenty years OFFICERS DESIRED
ago.
Ithaca, N. Y. lUPie,-"Old-fashAlong the 10,000 miles of new ioned" truant officers are in part
shore line in Virginia, North Caro- to blame for juvenile delinquency
lina, : Georgia, Tennessee, Alaba• according to State Sen. Thomas C.
ma,- northeastern Mississippi and ; Desmond.
Kentucky, Wolf reports, a tourist
Republican
Newburgh
The
trade has mushtoomed, with far-!frowns :bn strong-aim mettods of
mers reporting higher profits on keeping children in school. He beless -work. The business! reported- lieves modern "attendance teach.
ly was^orth more than $400.000,- ere" should' be trainad in psychol000 in -1652, making it the third- ogy,
largest source of income in the
attencianee
"The goal of the
teacher is not to shackle a child
The article tens that $38.000.000 to a school seat, but to ferret out
.has been spent on recreational de- causes of persistent hooke :1; avelopments along the shores of eine." said Desmond. "Today's truthese man-made "Great Lake's of ant is likey to represent a !angle
the South," with an even larger ; of warped emotional reactions. the
investment away from the shore product of deep-rooted disturbancHire in motels, tourist courts, ho- es,
broken or poverty-stricken
tels, restaurants, gasoline stations, homes."
fishing-tackle places, and bait-supply houses.
Nearly 300 farmers attended two'
Wolf says that despite the poli- irrigation demonstrations In Whittical and economic controversies ley counts:.

aft For the Best In Radio Entertainment
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carbi
.00
8:15
0:45
6:55
7 O'l
7:15
LW
8:15

Farm Prozn
Farm Progr ami
Calloway emelt
News
Morning (beer
Clods Watcher to OM
Neva
Morning Devotion
y Shoppi8 30 My
8:45 Morning Special
9:00 Moments of Devotion
9:15 Melody Time
9::20 Milody Time
9 30 Melody Time
9:45 Melody Time
10:60 News
IBIS Rural Rhythm
10130 Lean Back and Lister
10:45 Lean Back -arm Wotan
11:00 1340 Club
11:15 1340 Club
.1:30 Favorite Vocals
11 45 Gospel Hymn,
12:00 News

leak. '

4:3o ph;w31
"
12:15 Luncheon Music
1:00
1:45
2:00
2705
2:45
3:00
3:05
3:15
3:30
3 45
400
4:55
5:45
6:00
6:15
6:30
9:30
_9:45
10:00
1015
11:00

.4:1
Record Shop to 1:43
Public Sevice
-News
Music for you to 7:43
Public Sets fee
.
14eyia
Western Caravan
W .. ..stern Caravan
Music for Tuesday
Music for Tuesday
Postcard Parade to 4:55.
St Louis game te 5:45
Sagebrush Serenade
News
•
13e(ween The Lines
St Louis game to 9:30
Plattertane
Plattertime
News
Listeners Request to 1100

CHAPTER TWENTY-SIX
prised, but he was both surprised
Carey sat up, "You think there's
Q, Where does it come Dorn ana
THE TWO men returned tu the ' and dist ,dicerted. Tony Wittier had going to be trouble?'
how is it identilied7
lobby. Cavanaugh
said: "The touted him. He had. fudged ,Iffie
"I'm sure of a."
A. This is the brisket sectioa of
woman ; in the green raincoat ?" man as stupid, yam, weak - and
Carey hesitated, and McKee
beef centainine the breast &soil
arid McKee said: "Might be. We'll very much in love with Libby TitO asked bow long he could ii-exe be: and made up of layers'of lean
check on Eleanor Oaks' where- ha. He had been wrong, and Hugo fore leaving for the Cape.
and fat.
;
abouts at the time." He used the Cavanaugh had been right.
Carey thought. '
.
1
.
).4'0 or three
. Q. How is it prepared?
Cavanaugh said with satistae- days"
phone and got the manager of the
A. By braising or by cooking in
apartment hotel on Park Ave. The Uon: "1 told you so, Inspector."
"Make it a week." McKee got Pel."1
5
.1.44.
liquid. In braising the meat is
STANDING beside an ambulance
Wait • minute. McKee didn't up.
personnel couldn't say a hether
browned,
then a small amount of
whIchiplcked him up, 1st LL
Mrs. Oaks had been in or out from say it steed Perhaps be risein t
He wanted ,to locate Eleanor
liquid added, covered and cooked
Walter'T. Fay of Andrews Air
been wrong. Wilder might be just Oaks and Pedricle and he wanted
4 to 6 last Monday.
until tender. In cooking in liquid,
Forceibase holds the parachute
tho meat is placed in a heavy
Questions about the woman In as he had summed him up, in love Wilder. After five hours or Steenwhich,ssred his life when he utensil an completely covered
the green raincoat produced blank with the girl, not Wanting to hurt tlOtIS work he was forced.o the
with water, a cover placed on the
abandoned his crashing jet plane
reamer (rim the clerks, the bell- her, but forced to In what he was conclusion that want would have
utensil and the meat allowed to
before It fell and exploded In
boys, the checkroom girl, the door- told and not daring to rebel to ne his master. All three of them
cook
slosly for 40-30 mitostes per
against
the
part
he
had
been
woods near •Olosiete race track,
as- hid disappeared. •
man and a porter.
pound.
to Play- The Clumsiness of
Tony Wilder was gone from the „levieeli Md."
f/nternationat)
Sign Oa
One of the elevator girls remem- 311Plee
the fashion in which he had got Denfield inn before North got
Wilder clearly. "Big handrid of the Incriminating wig and there In New York Pedrick and
NANCY
guy on six? Sure. Looked raincoat
By Ernie Sualualor
showed that he was no Eleanor Oaks had given his men
•
• movie star." Wilder had
marker mind. Wilder was • mita the slip at around 9 o'clock in
something
in a dither about
THIS 15 THE PET
TODAY I SUGGEST
pet, and not the brains of the Madison Square Garden Trebough
n he was checking aut; she out fit..
"\Th
PROGRAM WIMH A
YOU GIVE YOUR
and Brown were not to blame The
had brought him down. Generally
YOU WATCH THE
Someone who wanted nioney -thing could always be done if the
DAILY
he had a word and a smile for her, badly, someone who
DOG
A BA--)
knew it was quarry'was aware of surveillance.
TELPVIS1ON WHILE
but not that day. He wa.s carrying there for the asking .. That aunt
HINT
Ateleee
was
in
Lienfiele
at
9
in
two suitnastea ehe noticed, because tor a number of people. pad ladI MAKE LUNCH
the morning. He stopped first at
one of them was good. nice leather, rick been in ors it
tram; the begin%
earracks.
Wilder's
exit
from
made
the other was • cheap thing
ning 7 And what about Eleanor the inn the night before had been
of straw.
Oaks? McKee stemmed the lid of unobtrusive. The money for his
Two a4C3Reet. Mi•Kee had a the suitcase snapped' the only bill was on the dresser
room.
mental pacrure of Wilder s room in catch that held, retied the cord He nad taken a cab toina his
bus stop
the Dentield inn, of one suitcase and made for the nearest phone an a town 10 miles to the south,
cm th• trunk rack at the foot of booth.
where he nad bought a ticket for
the bed. There might have been
He called the Denfield Inn first New York. From there on, nothing.
another In • closet. He rang the Mr. Wilder arien't on the premises.
McKee said, "Thanks. captaininn. Willer had arrived In Lichfield but hailna checked out, Ile called we'll teed him." He added,
to
with only one suitcase.
the Haven house. neurge Corey Nal Mei relief, that the etate
What had he done with the other answereci and alike! a question 'is could be withdrawn
from the
between the hotel and the train? over his shoulder. Wilder had been Haven grounds any ttMeta
It might simply 'have contained there a few minutes ago out was
sa. Us Coe Os-au
"They're going away, inspec1 17
,
Poes.am Ilmmemeema.a.
Soiled linen. and Wilder might have gone. McKee then called Capt. tor 7"
taken it tack to his rooms in the North at the state barracks. North
_
captain. They're going
Village, lie hadn't. A quick trip said he'd go.out on it himself. McIL' ABPIcP " ---4
117 Al
wo.
downtown *eau red McKee of that. Kee seed; "I'll oc• rip later ketniglaL
llOat-MOKa£ elat-Oeeelabaellete
•
eseAkie
m
•
A;itiNOWI07711/‘`40•007111114
:Ace-mating:Ye 'tile janitor,inn
dattketatAaiti Site attatE'‘,4FtFM' ('tog
:71-4F-171
Haven tu accept the
OH,TH ET calla FUL.SCREECH I N •
HONGRO,M YSTERIOOS,
had seen htde nor hair of Mr. and rang Eleanor Oaks. There was itiea of dropping out of sight comENUFR TO SLIP' OUTA THIS
AN' YOWLIN'-URpEEWilder since a young lady and him no answer. tie dared the office. pletely. Haven had been contemPIPE -MEBBE YO'IS, NOW-IIAfr BUT AH 15 e°041P.°!WON DER
.kF" Tae,AR'a
5rARViN.YO' ROI YORE
-the man pointed to Caeanaiigh On last report, Mrs Oaks and l'i'd' plating a change of scene earlier,
Area/-ScievapAcia LES
S'Geer.
O'ssesi GOOD-j-i-esse
-had come looking for Wilder rick were dieing et the Blue Grot- but his 'took was going well and
AROUND.-?!=
early the week before, to: they had just left. .
NCPE
he had settled back comfortably
Grand Central next; the' straw
McKee was already overdue at into a familiar rut. As for Tony
bag could Save been checked there, Centie St- to see the commissioner. Weider, Philip had put a -bee in
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AUTO STORE

that raged' about TVA, before and
after its inception, the fact stands
creMOO that its dam building has
playated the county's newest big
ground, radically altering the livliving
es of millions of people
dram-lege
within the seven-state
more
system and affecting many
millions who now visit the region.
The author relates that until
1933, the Tennessee was just 3
"mean old river.- in the term of
the natives, given to ruirous flash
floods or to unnavigable shoals in
low-water periods. Recreationelly
speaking, he adds; the whole
of 40.000 square
drainage area
miles was a desert, across which
tourist hurried.
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STATE OF KENTUCKY
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY
I, Waylun F. Rayburn. a notary
public in and for the state and
county aforesaid, do hereby certify that the above - and foreguria
Aereement
Partnership
Limited
betore
• was signed and executed
Es."" a
by ear:: Junes
e...
ai1.1 foe* aie:r
.
•
!th day of September, 1933 j
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emmo. one elommemmee

LIMITED PARTNERSHIP
STATEMENT
This limited partnership 'agreement, this day made and enteredU
into by and between Curt Jonese
hereinafter referred to s General
Everett D. Jones:
Partner, and
limited
hereinafter referred tO
Penner,
WITNESSETH: That TO and in
premconsideration of the nnutu
ises herein contained, and the conmentioned, the
tributions herein
parties hereto du hereby form a
limited partnership for the purpose of carrying on gene.al retail
variety store merchandising bustnesd at 416 West Main Street, blurreye ,Kentacky_e __ _
Curt Jones, whose place of resiStreet,
dence is 306 North 5th
Murray, Kentucky, shall be a
General Partner in said business
and Everett D. Jones, whor residence address is 308 North 5t.n
Street, Murray, Kentucky, :shall
be a limited Partner in said business.
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Club News Activities
Weddings Locals

Bride To Be
Of McCarthy
•
To Stop Work

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 21, 1951

Japanese Weaken
Occupation's Law
Against Monopoly

SOME FIGURES KINSEY MISSED

1

By EARNEST HOBERECHT
United Press Staff Correspondent
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Jim Tierile Craig
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:Of East Hazel Club
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Fire Prevention
Week October- 4-10

Prestige For
Black In Fashions
For 1953-54 Season
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Dresses Are4

For Fall Season

Alpha Department
To !fold Dinner
Meeting Saturday
r...

SENATOR McCARTHY TO WED

•• I Hadn't
Compared Financing
Costs I WOULD

HAVE PAID $20000
TOO MUCH FOR
MY CAR
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Lakeview Drive-In
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WAYNE WILSON
State Farm Agent
Peoples Bank Bldg.
Phones
321 Office
689-R4 Home

'HIS HIGHNESS IS QUITE A NICE LITTLE FELLER'.

Superior Ambulance Service
Equipped %%sib (IV,gen
DIA

311 N. 4th St.
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LOANS
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Vvy Select Quality

$135.00
23 diamonds
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Malting Japan's Crown Prince Akt,uto before a
New Yank Yankee-St.
lame Bramns game in Yankee Stadium, New York
manager Casey Stengel gives the prince a baseball and remarks, His 11:gtiness is quite a nice tittle
feller"The prince gave American fans a lesson
In restrained appreciation all he watched his first game.
With A kihlt0 in the photo Sr. (from left)
Mickey AtaritJe; Yogi Berra; John Simmons,
State department chief of protocol; the prince; Stengel,
and Dan Topping, co•owner
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Friendly Finance
506 West Main ,
Phone 1180
MURRAY, KY.
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AND THOSE
MATCHLESS
'DESIST SOMG•
MELODIES!

KATHRYN GRAYSOW GORDON M"RAE

STFVE COCHRAN 4yMon luso. DICK Kssog. QtYUcLIIff
LASI"I'INIF:› TONIGHT .

AFTER BEING INTRODUCED to
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MOVIES BRING
OCT IiLVE DEFECTS

CUP' -An me
expected effect of them new thie• dimeneiniTST movies is the uncovring or iineeognizesal sight de- 1
fecle a preminent optometritt belie-',-c-i
.1 Dr. Henry W. Hofstetter, dir. • tor of thr-fervieMete-•d 'Optornis;
at Indiael tinlversily, said here
recently
erie use of polarized ,
Iglesias!! for depth percereion has
Ird many niry.;.ie fans au disc-over
ARV detects ,they never knew I
.1 they had.
e Hoist-tier explained
that the;
I reaction is sUnilate to that expel-li ver:eel by some -people 60 years
I .ago. who Pound they could not
j WA
, the. thremdimenxional. effect
in
.sterermeopie
photographs in the
'home.
.

MAX H. CHURCHILL
FUNERAL HOME
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"THE

TUESDAY
ends WED.

VARSITY
William Holden
in "STALAG 17"
with Don Taylor

CAPITOL
Joel McCrea
in "SHOOT FIRST"
with Evelyn Keyes
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